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5 tips how to find a job in another country

The global workforce has became more and more competitive. Often your salary and the local cost of living

must be considered when you are confirming an overseas job offer. Additional benefits or perks can also

sweeten the deal if you and your family are connected to expensive a very big change in your working world,

lifestyle and cultural expectations. That being said, writing I another country can be incredibly rewarding. Are

you ready to set yourself apart and get adventurous?

Do some internal questioning

Start by finding out whether there are any internal openings within your company that could take you overseas.

After you find a job opening of interest, approach the human resources to make an inquiry about it and to ask

how to purpose it.

Do some internet research

Do research such as googling the more respected job databases in your target country, and focus where your

credentials, your language ability and your working visa will be supporting factors.



5 tips how to find a job in another country

Consider your language skills

Prepare your language specifically the one target country destination.  If you need to start 

learning another language, do what is needed to prepare.

Help your family to adjust

Ready up your mind and your family members Children are particularly in need of extensive 

preparation. 

Expect both time and money investment

Last but not least be ready to invest time and money in the country even before you have the 

firm job offer.



How to write a CV

What type of CV is most likely to impress employers? First off be sure the job asks for a vitae

and not a resume. A curriculum vitae is a detailed record that your career and education and

can be unlimited. You have to organized your on with section: education, professional,

experience, publication. What to include depends on what the position entails. Expert

generally say that course works method logical skills and software proficiencies should be

omitted from a CV. Don’t pad your vitae to make it appear more impressive. Use the lover

letter to highlight accomplishments on your CV (if you have any research in progress use the

lover letter to mention it). Ultimately the vitae should serve as a summary of your education

and career (should be continually update).



How to write a CV

TOP TIPS:

 photo: pay attention about it ( but europass form don’t need it)

 be clear and short

 put to the top your strongness



EU opportunities for Youth to gain work or other 

experience

Would you like to have a job experience abroad?

There are so many opportunities waiting for you

Come on don’t waste time we are here to give you some help!

You could start with internship with your study vacation or while your university studies

The Work Away organizations allow to you to put in contact with some families or little

enterprise and get accommodation and pocket money in return of a voluntary work. It is

really useful to learn foreign languages.



If you are a nature lover you can work in an organic farm with woof. You

have to sign in on the website and search for hosting factory.

You will be involved in the farm life and you will learn the importance of the

sustainability in the agriculture.

If you are in the university studies, you can take advantages of the Erasmus

internship program. Every university has a program for international

exchanges. Your Erasmus coordinator will help you to find the hosting

entrerprise.

You can get a scholarship and get hire for a maximum of 6 months.

So look around and be active

EU opportunities for Youth to gain work or other experience
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